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Season 3, Episode 17
 PreviousNext 




The Last Summer Ever



Felicity and Ben plan to spend the summer camping.  She and Noel argue after he refuses to accept a graduation gift from her.  Dr. Pavone tries to get Felicity to admit that her friendship with Noel is over.  Ruby comes for a visit with her daughter, Eva.  She hopes to rekindle her relationship with Noel, but soon deduces that he is hung up on Felicity.  Noel leaves Felicity a box of items symbolizing their time together, as well as a tape in which he says goodbye.  Ben learns that he has been accepted to an intensive EMT training program in Kansas City.  He had applied after becoming inspired by the paramedics' efforts to save Avery.  He initially turns down the offer so that he can spend time with Felicity, but she encourages him to pursue the opportunity.  They agree to spend yet another summer apart, and Felicity moves into the loft.  Noel shows up after his Seattle job falls through because of the collapse of the Internet job market.  Sean objects to Meghan's plans to spend anothe
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Donald Faison, Kenan Thompson, Amy Smart
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